[Textual research of Liu Wan-su's works on consumptive thirst].
Liu Wan-su's San xiao lun (On Three Consumptions) was the earliest extant monograph dealing with the consumption thirst in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). The other book, with the namesake of Liu Wan-su, Su wen bing ji qi yi bao ming ji (Collection for Preserving Life of Pathogenesis in Plain Questions), also included a section of consumption thirst. However, through comparison, the descriptions in both books were quite different and it seemed unlikely that it were written by the same author. Based on textural research of bibliography, it's hard to say if this is a true one. Further, comparison of the book with the texts of consumption thirst in Huang di su wen xuan ming lun fang (Elucidated Prescriptions and Expositions of Huangdi's Plain Questions), an authentic book of Liu, a consistency was found between San xiao lun and Huang di su wen xuan ming lun fang. It is very unlikely that Su wen bing ji qi yi bao ming ji was written by Liu because of its obvious different writing style.